Limited Capacity UCEAP Programs 2017-18

*If your program is on the list below, we encourage you to submit your application closer to the start of the Application Filing Period to help secure your participation as these programs have limited space. We accept applications first come first served for qualified applicants with complete applications. If your program is NOT on this list, then your program does NOT have limited capacity and you can submit your application any time during the Application Filing Period without impacting selection.*

ARGENTINA & CHILE – Human Rights & Cultural Memory, FALL
AUSTRALIA & SOLOMON ISLANDS – Global Environment & Community Health, SPRING
CANADA – McGill University, FALL, SPRING
CANADA – University of British Columbia, FALL, SPRING
CHINA – Fudan University MBA, FALL *(Not available for the 2017-18 Academic Year)*
COSTA RICA – Tropical Biology & Conservation, FALL
DENMARK – University of Copenhagen, FALL, SPRING
GERMANY – Engineering for Sustainability, Munich Univ. of Applied Sciences, SUMMER
GHANA – University of Ghana, SUMMER
HONG KONG – Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong MBA, FALL *(Not available for the 2017-18 Academic Year)*
HONG KONG – Univ. of Hong Kong, FALL/YEAR
HONG KONG – Global Business in Asia, Univ. of Hong Kong, SUMMER
IRELAND – Science & Engineering Summer School, Univ. College Dublin – Physics (Life Science), SUMMER
IRELAND – Science & Engineering Summer School, Univ. College Dublin - Chemistry, SUMMER
ITALY/SPAIN – European Transformations Madrid & Rome, Semester w/ Internship SPRING
ITALY/SPAIN – Food & Culture Multisite, FALL
JAPAN – Beginning Japanese, Osaka University, SUMMER
JAPAN – Global & International Studies, Meiji Gakuin University, FALL, SPRING
JAPAN – Language & Culture, International Christian University, SUMMER, L&C SUMMER + FALL, L&C Summer + YEAR
JAPAN – Internship at International Christian University, SPRING
JAPAN – Summer Lab Research, Engineering & Science Osaka University, SUMMER
JAPAN – Summer Lab Research, Science, University of Tokyo, SUMMER
MEXICO/U.S. – Global Leadership Program, FALL+WINTER
NETHERLANDS – Univ. College Utrecht, FALL
NETHERLANDS – Utrecht University, FALL
NETHERLANDS – Univ. College Maastricht, FALL
SINGAPORE – National University of Singapore MBA, FALL *(Not available for the 2017-18 Academic Year)*
SPAIN – International Business Economics, Pompeu Fabra Univ., WINTER/SPRING & WINTER+SPRING
THAILAND – Public Health at Thammasat University, SUMMER
UNITED KINGDOM –University of Sussex, SUMMER *(Physics Life Science Track)*
UNITED KINGDOM – Science Summer School, Univ. Glasgow – Math, SUMMER
UNITED KINGDOM – Science Summer School, Univ. Glasgow – Physics (Life Science), SUMMER
UNITED KINGDOM – Science Summer School, Univ. Glasgow – Physics, Phys Sci & Eng, SUMMER *(Not available for the 2017-18 Academic Year)*
UNITED KINGDOM – Intern: Scotland (Parliament/NGOs), FALL